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Abstract. A local type estimate will be proved here for general 2x2 hyperbolic

systems of conservation laws with strong dissipative term. Following the idea of [15], this

result will be achieved by using as a preliminary step the convergence in the mean, which

is an immediate consequence of the result of [11] obtained by using the compensated

compactness theory.

1. Introduction. In this paper we investigate the asymptotic behavior of solutions

for the nonlinear system of partial differential equations

{wS + f(w, z)y = 0

\zs+g(w,z)y = h(w,z),

and we prove that, under the usual parabolic rescaling,

(2)

F/ v F . X t

u (x, t) = w I —=, -
re e

_/ , 1 _ / x t

passing into the limit £ J, 0, this system is described by a porous media type equation

ut - P(u)xx = 0, (3'(u) = -/*(u)/i*(u)_1 (p°(u))', (3)

where f*(w) = h*(w) = ^{w, 0), and g°(w) = g(w, 0).
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We will consider initial data in L°° and, by using compensated compactness first and

then energy estimates, we will prove strong convergence in Lfoc, as the time tends to

infinity, for large weak entropy solutions of (1) towards his profile, which is the unique

similarity solution of (3). We postpone the precise statement and assumptions to Sec. 2.

The problem of relaxation from hyperbolic to parabolic systems is relevant in many

situations in applied mathematics. A way to understand the meaning of these phenomena

is to consider it as the large time behavior of dissipative nonlinear hyperbolic systems

and to look at the asymptotic profile as the relaxed equilibrium.

There is extensive literature concerning this kind of investigation but the techniques

are different when we refer to the case of regular or weak solutions. Among these, we want

to mention that, by using energy estimates, Hsiao and T.-P. Liu [2] studied convergence

to nonlinear diffusion waves for solutions of a system of hyperbolic conservation laws

with damping, in the case of small and smooth initial data. If we refer to the case of

weak solutions, a large number of results have been obtained by using the techniques of

compensated compactness. Here we want to mention the papers of Marcati and Milani [8]

for the case of the relaxation of the 2x2 isentropic, damped, compressible Euler equations

to the equations describing the porous media flow; Marcati, Milani, and Secchi [9] for the

relaxation of the 2x2 p-system model with damping to nonlinear heat conduction; and

Lions and Toscani [7], where the hydrodynamic version of the Carleman equations has

been shown to converge towards a nonlinear diffusion equation, which plays the role of

the natural hydrodynamic limit. Finally, this is also the case of Marcati and Rubino [11]

where the interest is to study, in a systematic way, these kinds of hyperbolic to parabolic

relaxation limits for general 2x2 strong dissipative systems.

Starting from the relaxation result obtained in [9], Hsiao and D. Serre in [15] proved

a stronger convergence result for solutions, which they called strong convergence in Lfoc

as a refinement of the LPloc convergence in the mean obtained in [9]. Similarly, Huang

and Pan in [4] proved this kind of stronger convergence in connection with the result of

[8],
The idea in this paper is to obtain results similar to [15] and [4] for the general 2x2

strictly hyperbolic systems in 1 — D by coupling the convergence obtained in [11] by

means of compensated compactness arguments with energy estimates. Although in [11]

other cases are also treated, in this paper these limitations are essential because of the

difficulties concerning the properties of the similarity solution for the limiting equations.

Section 2 of this paper is dedicated to reformulating the problem for the general strong

dissipative system (1) and to recall the results of [11] we need here. Then in Sec. 3 we

will obtain the energy type estimates and we will prove the strong convergence result.

2. Formulation of the problem and the mean convergence. In this section we

will recall some results established in [11] concerning the existence of the weak entropy

solutions of (1) and the limit, as e [ 0, of these solutions toward the solution of the

parabolic equation (3). For this purpose, let us consider the following system of balance
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laws (1):

(ws + f{w,z)y = 0

\zs + g(w,z)y = h(w,z),

with initial data w0, Zo £ For the system (1), we assume the following hypotheses

(see [11]) hold:

(5.1) f,g,h : R2 —> R are C1 functions such that

f(w, 0) = h(w, 0) = 0;

(5.2) the system is strictly hyperbolic, namely

(fw + 9z)2 + 4gwfz > 0;

df
(S.3) if we denote by f*{w) — -

h*( ^ dh
. h H = yz

z=0 UZ

and g°(w) = g(w, 0), then
z=0

h*(w)< 0, (g°{w))'f*(w) > 0;

(S.4) there exist a C2 strictly convex entropy-entropy flux pair a constant

7 > 0, and a C2 function tp satisfying i/>_1({0}) = {0}, ip" > 27 such that

rfz{w,z)h(w,z) < -ip{z).

Remark 1. Note that condition (S.4) implies, by standard calculus arguments,

ip'(0) = 0 because ip is a uniform strictly convex function which vanishes only for z = 0.

Therefore i[) verifies ip(z) > 7 z2 for any z6l\ {0}.

REMARK 2. The structural conditions (S.l) through (S.4) are intended to give a

framework of models where this kind of analysis can be carried out. Clearly, the damped

p-system studied in [15] enters in this framework and it is in fact the starting point of

this generalization. Moreover, the simplest models which fulfill our conditions can be

obtained, for instance, as uncoupled perturbations of the damped j9-system of the form

iws + f{z)y = 0

\zs +g(w)y = h(z),

with

f(z) = z + fi(z)

h{z) = — z — h\{z)

with g'{w) > 0, /i(0) = /ii(0) = 0 and zfi(z) > 0, zhi(z) > 0 for any z ^ 0. Hence, a

strictly convex entropy rf{w,z) is explicitly given by

1 fz rw
V*(w,z) = -z + J /i(CK + J g{Odt

and condition (S.4) is fulfilled with i/j(z) = z2.

Under the parabolic rescaling (2), the system (1) rewrites

u£t + —=f (ue, Vevs)x = 0

V£ l (4)
ev\ + g (w£, \/efE)x = -^h (u£, y/sve),
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while the initial data becomes

= llln l -Uq(x) = w0
X

\7^
(5)

For the rescaled initial conditions (5), we assume that the following convergence holds:

(5.5) Uq —*■ u in L°° when e J. 0, where

{wi if x < 0

wr if x > 0.

Finally, concerning the Cauchy problem associated with (1), we assume

(5.6) there exists a weak entropy solution to the Cauchy problem for (1), obtained

with the vanishing viscosity method, bounded in L°°(M x R+).

The scaling (2) transforms the solution to the Cauchy problem for (1) given in (S.6) into

a weak entropy solution (u£,ve) of the rescaled system (4), verifying

IKI|oo,\/e||f£||oo < C. (6)

More precisely, the pair (u£,v£) verifies the following relations:

J ^ue$t + ~^=f(u'E' dxdt + ug$(:r, 0)dx = 0, (7)

I Li ev£®t + g(u£, y/ev£)^x — =h(ue, y/ev£)^j dxdt.

+ f evq$(x, 0)dx — 0, (8)
Jt=o

for any test function $ with compact support, intersecting the axis t = 0. Hence, the

pair (u£,v£) is a weak solution of (4) with (Uq,evq) as initial condition. We precede now

with the study of the entropy inequality that the weak solution of (4) must verify. Let

(E(w, z), Q{w, z)) be a convex entropy-entropy flux pair for (1), namely

/ / (E(w,z)$s + Q(w,z)®y — Ez(w, z)h(w,z)$)dyds
J Js> 0

+ / E(y,0My,0)dy>0,
Js=0

for any test function $ > 0 with compact support intersecting the axis t = 0. As it was

pointed out in [11], a corresponding entropy-entropy flux pair (r]£(u£, v£), q£(u£, v£)) for

(4) is given by

r]£(u£,v£) = \/sE(u£, Vev£)

q£(u£, v£) = Q(u£, s/ev£).
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Moreover, the entropy inequality becomes

J (rie(u£,v£)$t + qs(u£,v£)$x

 -j=rfv(u£, v£)h(u£, y/ev£)^ J dxdt + I rf{x, 0)<E>(a:, 0)dx > 0.
eV£ J Jt=o

By rewriting the above relation in terms of the original entropy-entropy flux pair (E, Q),

we get

I It (^E(u£^v£S)®t + Q{ue,Vev£)$x

—jzEz(u£, \fiv£)h(u£, y/ev£)$ J dxdt + f \feE(x, 0)$(a;, 0)dx > 0,
V£ J Jt=0

for any convex entropy-entropy flux pair (E(w, z), Q(wJ z)) of (f) and for any test function

<1> > 0 with compact support intersecting the axis t = 0.

We start by collecting some properties of the function rj*(w,z), which will be useful

in proving the basic energy-type estimate of the next section.

Lemma 1. Let a, b £ R be two arbitrary fixed constants and let the conditions (S.3)

and (S.4) hold. Then

ril(w, 0) = 0, for any w £ [a, b].

In particular, there exists a function G(w,z) £ Cn such that

T]*z{w,z) = zG(w,z).

Proof. By contradiction, let us assume that there exists a wq £ [a, b] such that

r/l(wo,0) ^ 0. Without loss of generality, we can assume ??*(u>o,0) > 0. From (S.4)

it follows

r]*z(w,z)h(w,z) < -7Z2. (9)

Since (S.3) implies

dh
— (w,0) = h*(w) < —k < 0, for any w £ [a, b],

there exist 8 > 0 and constants Ci, C2 > 0 such that

C± <  —^— < C2, for any |g| < 5, w £ [a,6]. (10)

Hence, (9) and (fO) yield

Cz2 < zr)*z(w0,z) = zr]*z(wo,0) + z2ifzz(w0,z), (11)

for any \z\ < \z\ < S. Thus, with the notation M = sup \r/*z(wo, C)|, the inequality (11)

lcl<<5
implies

az > {C — M)z2, a = rj*z(w0,0) > 0, \z\ < S%

which yields a contradiction for x negative and \z\ sufficiently small. Therefore

rj*z(w, 0)=0,
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for any w E [a,b] and

vKwyz) = zr]*z(w, z) = zG(w,z)

tj* (yjj z)
for any z and for any w E [a,b]. Finally, the regularity of G(w,z) = —5  —- follows

from the regularity of rj*(w, z) and the proof is complete. □

We conclude this section with the first convergence result for the solutions of the

rescaled system (4). Thanks to the conditions (S.l), (S.2), (S.3), and (S.5), and in

view of the uniform L°° bound for yfevs, passing into the limit e j 0 in (7) and (8), we

formally obtain

(ut + {f*(u)v)x = 0

\g°(u)x = h*(u)v,

which can be rewritten as the scalar parabolic equation (3)

ut - P(u)xx = 0, 0'(u) = -f*(u)h*{u)~l (g°(u))' > 0,

with initial condition

\ wi if x < 0 ,
u(x, 0) = u{x) = I (13)

I wr if x > 0.

In order to prove the strong convergence of ue toward its formal limit, we need an L2

control of ve. Due to our condition (S.5) on the initial data, we can not apply directly

the result of [11], because, in this case, the finite energy condition

/+oo
y/evQ)dx < c

-OO

cannot be fulfilled. However, even without this condition, it is still possible to get an

Lfoe estimate f°r which is enough to apply the compensated compactness framework

of [11] and thus to obtain the strong convergence.

Lemma 2. Let us assume that the hypotheses (S.l) through (S.6) hold and let (ue,vE)

be a weak entropy solution of (4) with (uq,£Vq) as initial datum. Then

c~\~L

\v£\2dxdt < C,
J 0 J-L

where the positive constant C is independent from e.

Proof. The entropy inequality for the pair (r}*,q*) yields to the following relation:

J (v*(uE,^vE)$t + ^j=q*(ue, VevE)^x

-~ri*(u£, ^/ev£)h(ue, y/ev£)^ ] dxdt + I rj*(x,0)$(x,0)dx > 0, (14)
e J Jt=o

where <E> > 0 is any test function with compact support intersecting the axis t = 0. The

condition (S.4) implies

T]*z(ue,y/EVe)h(ue,\/£V£) < —1p(\/£V£) < —je\v'
,e 12
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and therefore (14) becomes

7 f f \ve\2$dxdt < ( f r/*(ue,y/ivE)$tdxdt
J Jt>o J Jt>o

rj*(x,0)$(x10)dx + [ [ —=q*(ue,y/ev£)$xdxdt
=o J Jt>o Vs

+

< C+ f f ~^=q*(ue,y/evs)$xdxdt, (15)
J Jt>0 v£

in view of the uniform L°° bound for ue and for sfev£. Since condition (S.l) and Lemma

1 imply qw(w, 0) = 0 for any entropy flux q of (1), without loss of generality, we can

assume, q*(w, 0) = 0. Thus,

l=\q*(ue,y/ive)I = -^\q*w(u£,()\\V~evs\ < C\v*\

and (15) yields to

f f \ve\2$dxdt < C + C f ( \v£\\$x\dxdt
J Jt>o J Jt>o

<C + C [ [ ——dxdt -{- — [ f \v£\2$dxdt.
J Jt>o $ 2 J Jt>o

Hence, we have proved the following estimate:

I It ^ C + @ J ^ dxdt.
Now we choose Q(x,t) = a(x)/3(t) such that a = 1 for x G [—L,L\, (3 = 1 for t € [0,T],

lc/12
and such that is bounded. Finally,

t r+L

f f \v£\2dxdt < f f |v£\2$dxdt
JO J-L J Jt> 0

' / [ m
J Jt>o

<C + C I I (3(t)^dxdt
t> o a

<C,

which concludes the proof. □

Now, by using arguments of [11], it is possible to prove the following convergence

result.

Theorem 1. Let us assume that the hypotheses (S.l) through (S.6) hold and let (u£, ve)

be a weak entropy solution of (4) with (uq,£Vq) as initial datum. Then

ue —> u strongly in L^oc for any p < +oo

ve —*• v weakly in L2oc

\feve —> 0 strongly in L2oc,

where (it, v) verifies the system (12), the first line in V, and the second in L2. More pre-

cisely, u(x, t) is the self-similar solution of the form U I —== ) of the Cauchy problem
Vvl + £,

(3)-( 13).
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Remark 3. The results established in the theorem above can be interpreted as an

asymptotic behavior for the solution of the hyperbolic system of balance laws. Indeed,

let us introduce the following local error term:

/ + OC

^(0\w(^s)-U(0\2d^ (16)
-oo

y
where ip is a positive test function, £ = —— is the self-similar variable, and t/(£) = u (y, s)

v s
is the self-similar solution of (3)—(13). Therefore, the convergence

ue —» u strongly in L\oc for any p < +oo

is equivalent to the following mean convergence ([15]):

lim —
T-. + 00 T

1 'T
f E(<p,s)ds = 0. (17)

Jo

3. The energy-type estimate and the "local" convergence. The aim of this

section is to improve the mean asymptotic behavior given by (17) to the following point-

wise convergence:

lim E(tp,s)— 0.
S—>-(-OG

The main tool in performing this task will be the energy estimate used in [15] in the case

of the p-system with a linear damping term. It is worth observing that in our general

case the energy estimate is complicated by some terms we have to take into account,

terms which are not present in the specific case discussed in [15], due to the particular

structure of the p-system and due to the presence of a linear damping term.

Theorem 2. Assume that the hypotheses (S.l) through (S.6) hold and let E(<p,s) be

the local error term defined in (16). Then

lim E(<p,s) = 0. (18)
S—► -j-oo

Before going into the proof of this theorem, we establish some preliminary results

which we will use in this proof, following again the ideas of [15]. The next proposition

gives the fundamental decay properties of the self-similar solution of the problem (3)-(13)

(see [2]).

Proposition 1. Assume that the hypothesis (S.3) holds and let u(x,t) = U

the self-similar solution of (3)—(13). Then t/(£) is monotone and u(x,t) verifies the

following estimates:

, c C
kI < - K\ < j

, c c
l^txl ^ 3 ^ , 5

12 t

for a given constant C > 0.
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The next lemma gives a Gronwall-type estimate which will reduce the proof of the

limit behavior (18) to the proof of a suitable energy inequality [15].

Lemma 3. Let F : R+ —> K+ be a bounded measurable function such that
rT

(i) ^ / F{s)ds = 0;
T^+oo 1 J g

(ii) there exists a constant C > 0 such that

Then

In particular

f M < £

F(T)<cl±r F(s)ds

lim F(s) — 0.
s—>+oo

Proof of Theorem 2. Due to Remark 3 and Lemma 3, in order to prove the relation

(18), it suffices to prove the following decay estimate for the local error term given in

(16):

faEW,.)<^, (19)
for a constant C > 0 and s large. To this end, let us consider the quadratic part of the

entropy rj* with respect to the asymptotic state (u,v):

H(y,s) = ri*(w(y,s),z(y,s))-r]*{u{y,s),v(y,s))

— (Vr)*(u(y, s),v(y, s)), (w(y, s) - u(y, s), z(y, s) - v(y, s))).

Since r/* is strictly convex, the estimate (19) is proved if

~E{(p,s) < j, (20)

where C > 0, s large and

/+oo
v{Z)H{£,\fs,s)d£,.

-OO

Let Q be the flux associated with the entropy H for the system (1), namely:

Q{y,s) = q*(w(y, s), z(y, s)) — Vr/*(u(y, s), v(y, s))

x(f(w(y, s), z(y, s)),g(w{y, s), z(y, s))).

Thus, the entropy inequality for the weak solutions of (1) yields

dsH + dyQ + Ii < —ds[Vr]*(u,v)](w — u,z — v)

-dy [Vr/*(w, v)] (f(w, z), g(w, z))

= h + h,
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where I\ — r/*(u,v)h(w, z) — r)*(w, z)h(w, z). Prom (S.l) and (S.4) we get

h > Vv(u,v)h(w,z) +jz2 > - \ijZ(u,v)\ \hz(w,z)\ \z\ + jz2

>

> ~h,

C7 \rfv{u,v)\2 \hz(w,z)\2 + ^z2 + 7 z2

2 2
where I4 = C7 \rj*{u,v)\ \hz(w,z)\ . Now, by using the L°° bounds for u, v, w, and z

and by using the results of Lemma 1 and Proposition 1, one has

\I2\ < C[|us| + |vs|] < — for any s > 1,
s

since

\vs\ = jds [h*(u)~1g0{u)'uy] \ < C {\uys\ + Kl|its|)

C C
< -<-

s 2 s

for any s > 1. Moreover,

because, as before,

\h\ < C\v\2 < -,
s

rWTKr
At this point we need to estimate only the term

h = -VuUUyf{w, z) - v*uvvyf(w, z) - rj*vuyg(w, z) - r]*vvyg(w, z).

As before, Lemma 1 implies \r]*v\ < C\v\ and therefore

C

Moreover,

\VuvUyg(w,z)| < C\v\\uy\ < s

c
\>fuvVyf{w,z)| + \rj*vvvyg{w,z)\ < C\vy\ <

because

\vy\ = \dy [h*(u)-1g°(u)'uy\ | < C (\uyy\ + |uy\2) <
s

Hence,

C
h < -rfuuuyf{w,z) + —.

Without loss of generality, we can assume wr > Wi and therefore, from the monotonicity

of t/(£) established in Proposition 1, it follows that uy > 0. Moreover, the convexity of

77* implies r^u(u^v) > 0. Hence, with the notation

M = sup {\f(w, z)\ for w € HMloo, IMU]; z € [—||^||oo, Iklloo]} ,

we get

~Vuu(u, v)uy{f{w, z) + M) < 0.
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Thus, by using the above inequalities, one has

h < j + M8y [v*{u,v)\ - Mrfuv(u,v)vy

< Mdy [Vu(u,v)\ + J.

Finally,

dsII + dyQ < —,
s

where Q = Q — Mrj*(u, v). Let <1>(y, s) = —(-7= ], where </>(£) > 0 is a test function.
Vs \VSJ

Proceeding as before,

C
ds {$H) + dy ($q) < + $SH +

< —<i> + —if'\Q\ + |i?|
5 S

JL\

1 1
-y + — v
S s 2 .

< — B ' f°r any s > li (21)

where B is a continuous function with compact support. Integrating (21) in y, we get

d f+°° , ( y \ , Cr?m. H(y, s)dy < —, for any s > 1,
\ V s / S

which is exactly (20), since

/I = /I
/+00

v(£,)H(£Vs, s)d4.
-00

□

Remark 4. In the proof of the energy estimate (20), we do not use the strict hyper-

bolicity of the relaxing system (condition (S.2)). This condition is used only in the proof

of the convergence established in Theorem 1. Therefore, the pointwise convergence (18)

of Theorem 2 holds also in the case of non-strictly hyperbolic systems, if one already

knows the strong convergence of its solutions in Lfoc, for p sufficiently large. Besides, a

necessary condition in the proof of (20) is the parabolicity of the limit equation, namely

the decay estimates given in Proposition 1 for the asymptotic states.
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